Question RFA 18-05 Women Empowerment Grants
1. What if an individuals or NGOs whose preliminary area of work is not civil services but is one of
their many functions?
Answer: Please refer to page no 1 of the RFA. This is closed for competition only to the women-led
and women-focused CSOs

2. It is stated in the RFA that women led and women focused CSOs are eligible to submit a proposal for
the existing FAA. Do TVs as a for-profit organization can submit proposals?
No. Its only for CSOs not-for-profit and registered with Ministry of Justice and Ministry of Economy.
Please refer to page no 1 of the RFA.
3. Is Herat province on the geographic coverage of this project? or its only for Kabul based
organizations?
The call is nationwide. Open to all provinces to apply
4. Is there any information session in the future to participate?
No.
5. Which documents are required with the application for women empowerment grants?
Referred to page no 8 of the RFA (G. RFA attachments)
6. In the Women Empowerment Grant announcement PDF file, there are two different amounts of
budget, one is 1,800,000 Afghans and the other is 1,600,000 Afghans. Which one we should consider
as the main budget?
1,800,000 Afghans is the correct amount. Please ignore 1,600,000 Afghans
7. What is the minimum and maximum number of provinces required to include in this grant and
research activities?
This is applicant’s choice. Depends on the applicant
8. Would implementing in two remote provinces be acceptable?
This is applicant’s choice. Depends on the applicant
9. Would including a rapid assessment through women activist/researchers to identify challenges and
lessons learned under the "Participation of women in the upcoming elections as voters, candidates and
observers is increased" outcome/component be allowed?
Please refer to the program description of the RFA page 2 (Women empowerment program
description)

